Pyxis Class Home Learning Activities
W.B. 20.07.20

Reading Practice – The Dragon’s Eye
Read the poem ‘The Dragon’s Eye.’ Are there any words that you are unsure of? How does the
poem make you feel? Can you explain why? What do you think of the poem? What do you like,
dislike about it? You should then answer the questions about the poem. You could complete this
independently, or the questions could be discussed with your helper. Challenge yourself to
identify the language features used in the poem.
Writing Activity – The Dragon’s Eye
Look at the images of dragons’ eyes. Which one/s do you like? Why? Choose one. You can then
use the planning sheet and writing paper to plan and write your own poem about a dragon’s eye
based on the example in the reading practice (you may want to reread this). If you don’t have
access to a printer then simply use a notebook or separate pieces of paper. On the planning sheet,
try to record as many ideas as you can so that you have many to choose from (you don’t have to
use them all!). Think about your word choices. Challenge yourself to use synonyms (words with
similar meanings: stare, look, peer) to improve your word choices and use a thesaurus to up-level
your word choices (use an online thesaurus if needed).
Dragon Image Cards: The image cards could be used in a variety of ways:
• Write a description of your favourite dragon or include them in a story.
• Take it in turns to describe one of the dragons with another person guessing which one you are
describing.
• Use them to inspire art – can you use paints, pens or pencils to draw them?
Dragon Art: Look at the dragon image cards and the dragon eyes (from the writing activity). What
colours can you see? How have the artists created texture? What shapes can you see? Use one of
these images to inspire your own artwork. You might want to create your own dragon’s eye using
paints or pens, or sculpt one using clay or playdough if you have any. You may also choose a
different part of the dragon to focus on for your artwork; their wings, claws or tail would work
well. Remember to take your time, and really focus on the detail of your artwork, thinking about
how they can show texture.
Real-life Dragons: Use the research sheet (or a notebook/pieces of paper) to find out about the
Komodo dragon. You are asked to describe what the scientific words predator and prey mean and
then use books or the internet to research their habitat and how it is adapted.
Dragon Fact Files: Create your own dragon. You could use the image cards as inspiration if
needed. Once you have drawn your dragon, you should create a fact file, describing its habitat,
diet, a description of it and any interesting facts. Remember your dragon is an imaginary creature
so use your imagination to create your fact file.

Spellings: Please see the ‘Spelling Tab’ for this week’s spelling workout.
Additional Activities:
• Read stories and watch films that include Dragons (e.g. Pete’s Dragon, How to Train your
Dragon, St George and the Dragon) and talk about whether the dragons are good or bad.
• Write your own stories about dragons, based on the one you designed or other images in
the pack.
• Write instructions explaining how to look after your own dragon.

Reading Practice

Questions

The Dragon’s Eye

Watching…
glistening in the sunshine
like a precious, amber jewel.

Observing…
his surroundings
detecting movements near and far.

Peering…
from within his lair
ready to pounce at a moment’s notice.

Staring…
at its prey in the distance
wings positioned, eyes fixed on its target.
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Reading Practice

Questions

Recall
1. Whose eye is being described?

2. Where is the dragon peering from?

Vocabulary
1. ‘…like a precious, amber jewel.’
What does the word precious tell us about the jewel?

2. Find and copy a word that means leap .

3. What does the word prey mean?

Inference
1. What movements might the dragon observe?
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Reading Practice

Questions

2. Why are the dragon’s wings ‘positioned when it is staring at its prey?

Predict
What do you think the dragon will do next?

EXTRA CHALLENGE:
Read the poem and find examples of the language features that the
author has used.
Synonyms:

Antonyms:

A simile:
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Reading Practice

Answers

Recall
1. Whose eye is being described?

A dragon’s

2. Where is the dragon peering from?

A lair

Vocabulary
1. ‘…like a precious, amber jewel.’
What does the word precious tell us about the jewel?

If something is precious, it is usually very valuable or beautiful.

2. Find and copy a word that means leap .

pounce

3. What does the word prey mean?

Prey is an animal eaten by another animal
(so it will be the dragon’s food).

Inference
1. What movements might the dragon observe?

A variety of answers are acceptable. Answers must refer to things
that the dragon could see. Example answers might include:
leaves rustling; animals moving in the distance; soldiers/knights
searching for it.
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Reading Practice

Answers

2. Why are the dragon’s wings ‘positioned when it is staring at its prey?

he is getting ready to catch its prey; it is getting ready to fly.

Predict
What do you think the dragon will do next?

Any plausible ideas, linked to the events in the poem so far.
Possible answers might include:
He will fly out to catch his prey.
The prey will disappear so he will settle back down in his leair.

EXTRA CHALLENGE:
Read the poem and find examples of the language features that the
author has used.
Synonyms:

The first line of each stanza are all synonyms for looking:
watching, observing, peering, staring.
Antonyms:

near and far
A simile:

like a precious, amber jewel (to describe the eye)
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My Dragon
Use the space below to draw your own dragon!
What colour will they be? Will they fly? Are they friendly?
What will they eat? Where will they live?

Complete the fact file about your dragon.

Species of Dragon:

Description:

Diet:

Habitat:

How has it
adapted to its habitat?

Interesting Facts:

The Dragon’s Eye

Look at the images of dragons’ eyes.
Choose one, and write a poem similar to the model text in the reading practice.
Use the planning sheet below to record ideas before you write your poem.
Words and phrases to
describe the eye:

What might the
dragon do?

Things the dragon
might see:

Interesting
vocabulary I could use:

The Dragon’s Eye
Use the space below to write your own poem about a dragon’s eye.

REAL LIFE DRAGONS
Did you know that dragons really do exist?
In Indonesia there is a reptile called a Komodo dragon.

But what do komodo dragons eat?
A komodo dragon is a predator and will eat almost anything.
What is a predator?

These are examples of a komodo dragon’s prey.

What does the word prey mean?

Use books or the internet to complete the fact file below
to find about its habitat, diet and features.

KOMODO
DRAGON

Animal group:

Description:

Diet:

Habitat:

How has it adapted to
its habitat?

Interesting facts:

